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Studio accessories - all around the subject

FOBA supplies complete systems for professional photographers. FOBA's main claim to fame
 include the FOBA COMBITUBE modular system, FOBA stands, tripods and heads, and 
FOBA ceiling rail systems ROOF-TRACK and MEGA-TRACK. However, FOBA also carries a 
comprehensive array of useful studio equipment:
   

FOBA shooting tables 

Good studio tables take the hard work out of 
photography. FOBA carries several table types, 
designed by experienced specialists to satisfy even 
the most exacting photographer's requirements. Cast
 shadows are effectively neutralized, even with 
complex multiple lighting. FOBA tables harmonize 
perfectly with the well-known COMBITUBE-system, 
and therefore profit from this system's many modular
 components; lights and accessories can be set up, 
displaced or removed in no time at all, extensions 
are a mere twist or two away - and surrounding floor 
space remains uncluttered. The preformed, 
undulated acryl sheets are just ideal for shooting 
blended backgrounds and floating objects, 
considerably reducing time and therefore costs.

   
FOBA studio backgrounds 

There is more behind good photography than 
lighting alone. FOBA keeps the background in mind 
and offers a versatile range of unrollers and stands 
to suit. FOBA also provides special-purpose 
backgrounds, such as the indestructible TT-Plast or 
Acryliglas accessories.

   
FOBA lamp stands 

FOBA lamp stands are based mainly on the 
worldwide renowned, modular COMBITUBE-system. 
This gives them multiple functionality and great 
flexibility. There is almost no light position which 
cannot be achieved with one of FOBA's several lamp 
stands.

FOBA products are

• modular

• durable

• versatile

which means

• pleasant working conditions

• efficiency

• profitability
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A variety of mobile or fixed roll 
stands are available for FOBA 
background papers.

FOBA supplies a wide variety of 
background material, either in rolls 
or as individual sheets.

Design with light 
withFOBA studio 
lamp 
stands.Their  
modularity 
makes them 
incredibly 
versatile.

FOBA shooting tables have proven their
worth over the years. The preformed acryl
sheets are just perfect to achieve blended
and camaieu picture backgrounds, as well
as shooting floating subjects.

Most products listed 
in this brochure are 
in matte black.

FOBA shooting tables can be fitted with 
casters for effortless transportation around
the studio.


